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Abstract: Nowadays, technological advances provide people with more facilities and luxuries in life.
Medicine is no exception; for example, different wireless sensors can be used to monitor patients’ state
of health. These sensors are used in the so-called Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN), to improve
the efficiency of doctor-patient activities at any time, in any body area, and anywhere. However,
health data contains sensitive information that becomes a critical issue requiring special attention
when transmitted within a WBAN. In other words, WBAN must be protected from malicious devices
that intercept, alter or access without authorization or even deny the health information being
transmitted. In this article, we present the design of a new cryptographic protocol that guarantees
three security services, authentication, confidentiality, and integrity by securing sensitive information
communication through a WBAN. We also consider a keyless sensors authentication method to
distinguish whether or not the devices are placed on the same individual’s body. A formal analysis
of the protocol is carried out using cryptographic protocol verification tools to guarantee its correct
construction and that it provides appropriate security.

Keywords: cryptographic protocol; medical approaches; WBAN; non-cryptographic authentication
method

1. Introduction

A wireless body area network (WBAN) is a wireless network of heterogeneous sensors
placed in different parts of a human body [1]; the sensors can be wearable or implanted
under the user’s skin. WBANs will be relevant and helpful for monitoring the population’s
health. WBANs can be used not only on remote patients but also to enable the wireless
monitoring of patients within hospitals. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), between the years 2000 and 2050, the population over 65 years old will go from
605 million to 2 billion people [2]. WBANs use low-power signals to reduce interference
between devices, and the transmission distance is not greater than 2 or 3 m. Thanks to this,
doctors can monitor patients’ health in real-time; thus, their health records are always up to
date. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) provides a series
of regulations on securing a patient’s information [3]. In such regulations, it is stipulated
that privacy and confidentiality are essential characteristics to have on monitored patients.
Despite this, security is often overlooked, and patients could be exposed to a cyberattack
that could put their health and life in danger. In this context, several cryptographic protocols
have been proposed that ensure authentication and only use confidentiality and integrity
as support for maintaining authentication.

A WBAN is secure if it ensures privacy, confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.
However, the limited power and infrastructure of WBAN systems provide a challenge
in implementing such measures. Authentication is a very crucial aspect in any network
of communicating devices. Traditionally, the authentication process has been related
to pre-distributed secret keys among nodes in a network. Nevertheless, WBAN’s users
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are usually security inexperienced, which requires high usability of the authentication
process, minimization of key distribution/management, and needs to be automatic and
transparent to users. Node authentication mechanisms in WBAN should have minimal
reliance on cryptography. Finally, low-end medical sensors are extremely constrained in
resources, while non-cryptographic authentication mechanisms mostly require advanced
hardware [4,5] or significant modifications to the system’s software. Node authentication
in a WBAN is of great concern as it can compromise the privacy of the entire network.
Hence, this paper presents a cryptographic protocol that guarantees the security services of
authentication, confidentiality, and integrity applicable to WBAN. The research question
considered in this approach can be stated as: Can cryptographic primitives combined with
a key-free authentication method improve the security of transmitted data over a WBAN
used by doctor-patients activities at any time, any body area, and anywhere? The proposed
protocol makes use of a non-cryptographic sensor authentication method that does not
depend on pre-shared secrets between nodes. In the same way, cryptographic primitives,
such as the key encapsulation mechanism, digital signature, and hash functions, are used
to guarantee security services on the information transmitted.

Current protocols use cryptographic primitives to preserve security services, mainly
authentication and confidentiality. The main primitives used to preserve these services
include encryption, key encapsulation mechanism (KEM), digital signatures, and hash
functions. Cryptographic protocols help protect the information, minimize the confi-
dence required between participants and face security breaches when these services are
absent [6,7]. There are different types of attacks that can be made to protocols. These attacks
usually involve obtaining a determined entity’s values to pose as a legitimate source. Some
of the possible attacks are [6]: (a) Man-in-the-middle attack, an external entity intercepts
the communication between the authorized parties; (b) Repetition attack, an unwanted
entity poses as a real one with information gathered from a previous execution of the
protocol, or the same one with a different verification; (c) Parallel execution attack, this
attack is achieved by making use of specific values obtained from one or more previous
simultaneous executions. Security verification tools are used to verify that protocols can
resist these different attacks. Protocols can be probed for security or semantic failures.
Different tools exist to help formal verification of a protocol. The different tools verify the
cryptographic primitives that each protocol has, in both its use and the security it provides
under different scenarios.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the work
related to cryptographic protocols focused on medical care and their security verification.
Section 3 introduces security in medical systems and those cryptographic primitives that
help achieve their security, also describes the proposed protocol. Section 4 presents the
proposed protocol’s security verification results using protocol verification description
tools. Finally, in Section 5 conclusions and future work are presented.

2. Related Work

The level of security required for medical devices depends on the function of each
device. It is necessary to secure the information used by medical devices so that attackers
do not obtain unauthorized information or control over them, as the main information
transmitted by these devices is sensitive. Many of the devices used in medicine are embed-
ded, and most are intended to be secure at the physical level; this opens the door to targeted
cyberattacks focused on sharing of secrets, private certificates, passwords, open-source
bugs, cryptography, and weak authentication [8]. Different protocols, systems, or crypto-
graphic schemes have been proposed for Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs). There are
different solutions to provide security to medical scenarios with a sensor network architec-
ture. Research on security mechanisms for WBAN can be divided into cryptographic and
non-cryptographic authentication mechanisms. Cryptographic authentication mechanisms
adapt lightweight traditional cryptographic schemes. Non-cryptographic authentication
approaches can be divided into biometric-based, channel-based, and proximity-based au-
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thentication schemes [9]. These solutions are well-defined protocols, with security tests
using protocol verification tools. The cryptographic protocols reviewed in this section were
chosen due to their application, in a medical scenario, within a sensor network architec-
ture. Most use cryptographic primitives to guarantee security services: authentication,
confidentiality, and integrity.

The work in [10] presents an efficient and practical authentication solution based on
the scheme of Hwang and Li [11]. This solution uses smart card features and one-way
functions. The solution presented changes the problem on which the security of Hwang’s
scheme rests, going from discrete logarithms to hash functions. The authors performed
security and efficiency analysis tests, which showed that the change in the problem does
not affect the security provided by the solution.

In [12], a WBAN authentication solution based on the Rabin scheme [13] and public
key algorithms, is presented. The schemes used in this system are lightweight since the
authors use their system on embedded devices with limited resources. The application
scenario in which the solution works comprises a set of sensors and actuators connected
to the WBAN and placed in the body of patients with different diseases. It has four
participating entities: sensors, actuators, the node coordinator, and, a doctor. Each of these
entities interacts with one another within the system.

The work presented in [14] proposes an upgrade from work done by Lu et al. [15]
which is an authentication protocol used at Telecare Medic Information Systems (TMIS). The
authors discovered that the original work was prone to diverse attacks. Through several
tests with the ProVerif tool, they identified vulnerabilities related to the violation of the
patient’s anonymity, identity usurpation, and TMIS server attacks. Therefore, the developed
protocol is resistant to those attacks and performance better, but at a computational cost.

In 2015 [16], a lightweight key-handling protocol was proposed. This protocol estab-
lishes secure communication between a node with limited resources and a remote server.
To ensure the protocol is secure, the authors use the AVISPA verification tool [17]. The
protocol proposed by the authors considers the use of 3 entities: (1) Sensors or the restricted
node (CN), (2) Remote server (UN), and (3) Third entities (TPi). The three entities divide
the secret among themselves. The protocol uses algorithms based on symmetric cryptog-
raphy to provide confidentiality; for authentication, digital signatures are used; and hash
functions are employed with Message Authentication Code (MAC) to ensure integrity. This
protocol has 5 phases, and the results indicate that the protocol is secure in certain scenarios
but also obtain an inconclusive result, which, according to the tool manual, does not imply
that an attack has been detected.

In 2019, an authentication protocol [18] for TMIS use was introduced based on the
protocol developed by Das et al. [19]. The authors analyzed the security of the protocol
using protocol verification tools, starting with AVISPA [17], in which two of the scenarios
provided by the tool were analyzed. Similarly, the protocol is verified using the Scyther
tool [20,21]. The proposed protocol is developed with four main entities: (1) Medical
Record Server (MRS), (2) Medical Server (MS), (3) Patient Server (PS), and (4) Patient Unit
(PU). If a server is controlled directly by a doctor, then it is a PS; otherwise, it is an MS. The
protocol works with one server at a time. The proposed revised protocol contains 9 phases,
unlike the 6 phases in the one by Das. The verification results with AVISPA indicate that the
protocol is safe against some attacks that the tool verifies. The results of Scyther show that
the principal values used to generate keys in different phases remain secret, and in the same
way, the entities remain authenticated. Therefore, the protocol provides authentication of
the entities, confidentiality, and integrity to the data handled.

In 2020, the work in [22] was presented, in which the authors propose a protocol
for IMD. The protocol is functional, does not risk the life of the patient who uses it, and
was evaluated for protection against denial-of-service attacks. The protocol was subjected
to safety tests using the AVISPA tool [17]. If the attacker has complete control of the
communication channel, the system can be analyzed to determine if it meets certain security
requirements. The environment in which the protocol is developed considers four entities:
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(1) Smart card (C) for the user (U), (2) Hospital server (S), (3) Implant (I), and (4) Reader
(R). Entities C and S provide the protocol with security services: non-repudiation, access
control, and user authentication. This protocol has 4 phases to provide the services of
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, access control, and user authentication. The
protocol has two ways of working. The first one considers that all entities have an internet
connection. When this is not possible, the protocol enters the second model, which proposes
the exchange of keys between only three entities, preventing the server from being the one
that sent the keys. Vulnerabilities against man-in-the-middle and, repetition attacks are
sought. The analysis yielded results by phase, showing that some phases do not comply
with all security services.

In 2020, work at [23] presented an efficient privacy-preserving protocol with anony-
mous authentication to provide information security and privacy to users with low com-
putational and communication costs. The protocol maintains communication between a
network manager, sensors placed on the patient’s body, a controller device, and a medical
server. Communication is done in three main phases: (1) System initialization. (2) Regis-
tration of sensors. (3) anonymous authentication between patient to doctor and doctor to
patient. One of the characteristics of this protocol is that the records are made personally
between the patient and the doctor with the network manager. The protocol guarantees the
security services of confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. The protocol is analyzed
in three ways: (1) informal security analysis, (2) formal security analysis based on BAN
logic, and (3) formal security analysis using the AVISPA [17] tool. The results of applying
AVISPA and the informal analysis show that the protocol is safe and even ensures it is safer
against impersonation attacks.

In 2020, the work in [24] presented a key agreement and authentication protocol based
on hash and XOR functions. The protocol proposed by the authors has protection features
against intermediate node compromise, sensor node spoofing, and base station compromise
attacks, in addition to the security features proposed by Kompara et al. [25]. The protocol
is executed between 3 main entities: Sensor Node (N), Intermediate Node (IN), and a Hub
Node (HN). The protocol contemplates three primary phases to achieve authentication.
The security assessment is performed with the help of the AVISPA [17] tool. The results
thrown by the tool showed that the proposed protocol is secure in the different ways that
can be reviewed.

In 2020 the authors of [26] presented a lightweight ECC-based end-to-end authenti-
cation protocol for WBAN to overcome the vulnerabilities in the protocol of Li et al. [27].
The proposal considers three entities: the User (U), the Network Manager (NM), and
the Application Server (AS). The protocol contemplates the communication between the
entities along three main phases to guarantee authentication. The authors present a security
analysis using the AVISPA [17] tool. The results showed that the protocol is secure in the
different scenarios in which it was simulated. In the same way, an informal analysis is pre-
sented, showing that the proposal is secure against different attacks, unlike the resistance
presented by the protocol of Li et al.

2.1. Security Mechanisms for WBAN

Research on security mechanisms for WBAN can be divided into cryptographic and
non-cryptographic authentication mechanisms. Cryptographic authentication mechanisms
adapt lightweight traditional cryptographic schemes. Non-cryptographic authentication
approaches can be divided into biometric-based, channel-based and proximity-based
authentication systems [9].

2.1.1. Cryptographic Authentication Methods

Cryptographic authentication methods are computationally power-hungry, making
them infeasible for constrained WBAN sensor nodes. Elliptic curve cryptography has been
successfully deployed in wireless sensor networks. Although these systems are feasible
for WBAN, elliptical curve cryptosystems consume higher energy when compared to
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symmetric cryptosystems [28]. TinySec [29] is an approach for providing authentication
in WBAN. In this scheme, every sensor is programmed with a common key before the
deployment of the sensor network. Further communication in the network, as a message
or packet encryption, is done using a common key. The main drawback of this system is
that a compromised sensor can cause the leakage of complete information from the sensors
network; hence, the whole system will be at risk. Accordingly, the traditional authentication
schemes mentioned above lack security and require high computational power; therefore,
they are infeasible for WBANs.

2.1.2. Biometric-Based Authentication Mechanisms

Biometric-based authentication mechanisms aim to find a unique feature from the
human body and then use these traits as an authentication identity. Said features are
derived from behavioral or physiological characteristics exhibited by a human. Common
primitives used by biometrics systems are fingerprint, face, hand geometry, iris, and voice.
These systems overcome the problem of distributing pre-shared keys among sensors.
In [30,31], researchers have exploited physiological parameters such as electrocardiogram
(ECG), photoplethysmogram (PPG), heartbeats, and fingerprints. The efficiency of these
authentication mechanisms lies in the correlation coefficient of physiological parameters
calculated at the sender and receiver. The main reason for dissimilar physiological signals
is due to the position of sensors at different parts of the human body. Biometric-based
systems require specialized sensing hardware, which is an overhead for the miniature
on-body sensors.

2.1.3. Channel Characteristic-Based Authentication Mechanisms

Channel Characteristic based Authentication mechanisms are also known as location-
based authentication systems; they are built based on variations in Received Signal Strength
(RSS). Researchers have leveraged the variations in RSS over time to authenticate WBANs.
Body Area Network Authentication (BANA) [9] is a lightweight authentication scheme
built on the observation that RSS variations are distinct for on-body and off-body commu-
nication channels. An extended version of this approach is ASK-BAN [32], which works
concurrently within a wireless channel to generate a key and node authentication. A static
channel for authentication and a dynamic channel for key generation are employed. This
system takes around 12 s for authentication and 15.9 s for key generation. ASK-BAN
requires additional nodes between the Control Unit (CU) and the sensor node. In addi-
tion, sensor nodes on the body are deployed half a wavelength from each other to verify
the viability of the multi-hop relay node security system. On the other hand, during the
authentication phase of the system, the subjects cannot perform any bodily movement.

3. Protocol Design and Description

In the previous section, different protocols focused on protecting WBASNs and TMIS
were presented. These protocols are primarily focused on ensuring the authentication
of entities. The protocol presented below focuses on guaranteeing not only entities’ au-
thentication but also information. In the same way, the confidentiality and integrity of
sensitive information that travels through the network are guaranteed. This is achieved by
using four cryptographic primitives to ensure secure communication between the entities
participating in the WBASN. Therefore, sensitive information that is transmitted between
nodes is protected. Likewise, the protocol applies a key-free or non-cryptographic method
of authentication of the nodes, which makes it possible to distinguish whether the sensors
are on the patient’s body.

3.1. Cryptographic Primitives Election

Once security services and the cryptographic primitives that help to preserve them
have been reviewed, it is necessary to specify which of these primitives will be used
in the future. It is sought that three security services will be preserved: confidentiality,
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integrity, and authentication, through four cryptographic primitives. Encryption: used to
provide confidentiality to the information [6], so it can travel securely. Digital signature:
fundamental primitive to provide authentication, any entity that receives information can
know its identity [7]. Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM): an agreement that encrypts
the information using techniques designed to secure the keys of symmetric cryptography
for transmission using asymmetric algorithms. Hash functions: it maps binary strings of
information of an arbitrary length and converts them into binary strings of fixed length [6].
It is computationally simple to get from any input to any output. However, getting from
any input to a hash value is computationally impossible.

These primitives are used to take advantage of the capabilities of each device. Before
fully defining the location of each of these primitives, it is necessary to know the capabilities
of the entities that will be used in the protocol. In [33,34], the minimum capabilities that the
used equipment must have, are presented, as well as their different characteristics, such as
the range of data that they handle, the frequency at which they work, and the range of data
presented by each of the devices.

3.2. Choice of devices

In [35], a study of the different standards for the devices used in the medical field is
presented. Derived from this, the following entities are proposed:

• Medical server (A): this entity must have the computational capacity to perform the
most complex cryptographic operations. It is proposed that this entity is a desktop
or laptop computer with an x86 processor. It is assumed that the patient’s physician
controls this entity. The entity must read the data from the other entities and generate
instructions or commands to be executed by the corresponding actuator.

• Coordinator node (B): This entity has limited resources compared to the server. It will
be with the patient at all times. The entity can be a smart cell phone, an embedded
system, or a device with an ARM processor. It must perform the cryptographic
operations necessary to fulfill the purpose of the protocol. This entity will be in
constant communication with the sensors, actuators, and server.

• Sensors (C): They will be placed on the patient’s body taking specific measurements.
They must be able to take the measurements and send them to B. The transmission is
assumed to be over a secure channel.

• Actuators (D): They will be on the patient’s body waiting for a command. They must
have the capability to perform their normal and inexpensive operations.

Inspired by the work presented in [12], the architecture seen in Figure 1 is proposed.
The architecture shows the position of entities A, B, C, and D, and their interactions.
The direction of the communication indicates whether the information is encrypted or
signature-protected.

Figure 1. Proposed medical scenario WBAN architecture.
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3.3. Description of the Protocol Phases

Figure 2 shows the protocol sequence diagram. It shows the messages to be sent
between the entities and the functions to be performed. The protocol is divided into four
main phases.

The five phases that make the protocol can be described in terms of their function and
their inputs and outputs:

• Phase 0—Setup and sensors authentication: Generates the movement data of B(Acc,Gyro),
C(Acc,Gyro) and D(Acc,Gyro). The output is the acceptance or denial of access to the WBAN.

• Phase 1—Key generation: Generates a key pair (PKA, SKA) and sends PKA to B and D.
• Phase 2—Sensing, encrypting, and sending information: C sensors register and send

the encrypted information to B.
• Phase 3—Decryption of the information, signing, and sending instructions: B re-

ceives the encrypted information, decrypts it, and generates instructions and a digital
signature that is sent to D.

• Phase 4—Verification of the signature and application: A verification function deter-
mines if it is safe to apply the instructions received based on the signature that came
with the instructions.

Figure 2. Interaction between participant entities and functions of the protocol.
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3.3.1. Phase 0—Authentication of Corporal Sensors

The security levels and protocol parameters are agreed upon in the initial phase. In
the same way, the sensors and actuators must be registered with the coordinator node and
later with the server. In this way, both the server and the coordinating node know the
identities of all the sensors and actuators participating in the WBAN. From this moment, the
communications of A with C and D must be through B. However, it is known that one of the
most vulnerable aspects of WBANs is wireless communication since it can allow unwanted
third-party entities to transmit information passing through authentic sensors. Therefore, it
is necessary to provide a method to authenticate corporal sensors. The proposed method is
based on the use of the acceleration vector and gyroscope correlation-based authentication
proposed in [36]. This method uses a coordinator node (CN) and different sensor nodes;
each has a 3D-axis accelerometer and a 3D-axis gyroscope. Sensors are placed on different
parts of the patient’s body to measure patient-specific physiological data and transmit them
to the CN that is placed on the chest. The location of the sensors is shown in Figure 3. The
authentication process begins with the sending and receiving of information, where the
CN analyzes the received data. For this, the information provided by the accelerometers
of both parties is used. To carry out authentication, this method calculates the correlation
between the accelerometer data flow of the new sensor and the coordinator node. If the
sensor and the coordinator node are in the same body, the magnitude of the accelerometer
vector will be highly correlated. The method will approve the connection if the correlation
value is high between them, otherwise, it will reject it. Figure 4 presents the flow diagram
of the proposed authentication method.

Algorithm 1 presents the authentication process described in [36], where b is the new
detected sensor. ACN , Ab, GCN , andGb are the accelerometer and gyroscope readings of
the CN and the sensor, respectively. CACC, CGYR, are the results of the calculation of the
correlation between the data of the CN and the sensor using the accelerometer and the
gyroscope measurements, respectively. LD is the decision limit to accept the sensor or
reject it. If the sensor is accepted, it can freely send data to the CN; if rejected, the sensor is
deleted, and access to the network is denied.

Figure 3. Sensors’ location within a WBAN.
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Figure 4. Data flow of authentication method.

Algorithm 1 Calculus of first hop.

1: while True do
2: if b := newSensorDet() then
3: mark new sensor as unauthenticated
4: ACN := readData(t)
5: Ab:= readData(t)
6: GCN := readData(t)
7: Gb:= readData(t)
8: CACC:= computeCorrelation(UC,b)
9: CGYR:= computeCorrelation(UC,b)

10: if computeConditionalAverage(CACC, CGYR) ≥ LD then
11: markSensorAsAuthenticated(b)
12: sendDataCN(b)
13: else
14: deleteSensor(b)

Nodes and actuators register with the coordinator node and then with the server so
that the server knows all WBAN participants. From this point on, C and D communicate
with A via B. All entities have an IDx identifier stored during this phase by the server.
Figure 5 shows the diagram referring to phase 1 of the protocol.
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Figure 5. Phase 0: Interaction diagram with keyless authentication using accelerometer and gyroscope data.

3.3.2. Phase 1—Key Generation

The input variables used may change depending on the scheme used. Generally, the
keys require primes p and q and a generator g. These values are agreed upon in phase 0.

The first key to be generated is the symmetric key. It is based on asymmetric cryptogra-
phy, where the KEM will act as the key agreement protocol. It is performed between A and B
using the KeyGen algorithm executed by the server to generate a key pair (Pk, Sk). Pk is
sent to B as input to Encaps(Pk), which returns the values KB and ctB. ctB is the input to
the hash function along with the identifier of B: IDB, such that H(IDB, ctB) → hctB . The
output hctB of this function and the value ctB are sent back to entity A. In this way, A can
verify that the received value is integer; subsequently, the Decaps(Sk, ctB) algorithm is
executed to obtain KB. Once both entities know KB, using a Key Derivation Function (KDF),
the symmetric key is derived by applying the function KDF(KB, Label, Context, L), where
Label contains the purpose of using KDF, Context is a binary string with KB information,
and L is the length of the output key. All the above values must be equal in both entities to
have the symmetric key Ks. After this, the server must generate a new key pair (PkA, SkA)
using KeyGen from the digital signature scheme to obtain the key that will sign subsequent
phases. When the public key (PkA) is obtained, it is sent to B, and D. Figure 6 shows the
diagram referring to phase 1 of the protocol.

Figure 6. Phase 1: Symmetric key generation between A and B. Asymmetric keys generation from A
for subsequent distribution to B and D.
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3.3.3. Phase 2—Sensing, Encryption, and Sending of Information

After the devices in the WBAN initiate communication and register, the C-sensors
can start their function. The information is calculated per unit time, mi, to form the final
message, MMP , a data set such that MMP = m0, m1, m2, m3, . . . , mn. When complete, it is
sent to B. Ks is used to encrypt the information in MMP using the encryption algorithm Ek
that obtains the encrypted message Cm that is sent from B to A. Figure 7 shows the diagram
of phase 2, which shows the information path and the functions used in this phase.

Figure 7. Phase 2: Transmission of sensed data in plaintext from entity C to entity B. Transmission of
encrypted sensed data from entity B to entity A.

3.3.4. Phase 3—Verification of the Signature and Application of the Instructions

Figure 8 shows phase 3 of the protocol, where the functions performed by each entity
and the messages sent are shown. This phase has as inputs Ks, SKA, Cm, and an instruction
message MI which is formed at the discretion of the physician’s interpretation. The
decryption function Dk(Ks, Cm)→ MMP allows A to know the original message generated
by C. Upon learning MMP, A proceeds to generate and sign MI using a function Sk of the
digital signature scheme. The function Sk(MI, SkA) → s delivers a value s which is the
digital signature. The actuator identifier IDD, the message MI, the message MMP, and the
signature s enter the hash function, such that H(IDD, s, MI, MMP)→ hMIm. The resulting
value is sent together with the value MI and the signature s to entity B. Finally, when these
values reach B, it must verify these received values utilizing the hash function. If they are
complete, they must be sent to the corresponding entity D, considering the IDD to identify
the target actuator. When entity D receives the signature and instructions, phase 3 ends,
and phase 4 begins.

Figure 8. Phase 3: Decryption of the information received from the sensors, signature generation of
entity A from the MI data, hash value generation of the previous signature, the decrypted data, and
the identifier of B.

3.3.5. Phase 4—Verification of the Signature and Application of the Instructions

The last phase of the protocol begins when entity B uses a hash function with the values
of the identifier of entity D(IDD) and the message MI, such that H(IDD, MI)→ hMI . The
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output of this function is sent together with the signature and the message MI to entity
D. Subsequently, entity D must verify the hash value it receives with the one it calculates,
to verify the integrity of the information. Once this has been checked, s, PkA, and MI are
taken as inputs to give as output a Boolean value determined by the verification function
Vk(s, MI, PkA) → T/F that defines if the signature is authentic and therefore safe to be
applied by the actuators on the patient’s body. Figure 9 shows the phase diagram, where
all the functions performed by each of the entities can be seen.

Figure 9. Phase 4: Transmission of MI data from entity B to D for signature verification issued by
entity A.

4. Test and Results

Protocols are instructions that follow a strict sequence to generate good communication
between entities. In a cryptographic protocol, the information travels protected using some
cryptographic primitive. In this context, protocols are intended to provide confidentiality,
entity authentication, information integrity, and non-repudiation. Protocols can be prone
to security or semantic failures. Hence, different tools help in the formal verification of
protocols. These tools verify the cryptographic properties of protocols, including their
semantics and security, under certain scenarios raised in the tools. The methodology used
by verification tools is specified in [37]. This methodology uses security services, the
protocols designed together with the properties to be tested, and the model of the attackers.
In this way, verification tools can obtain proof of the security of a protocol or the description
of the attacks that can be performed on it. Therefore, it is possible to know if the protocol
is well constructed or not. Figure 10 shows this methodology graphically. Some tools, in
the results, provide information about the attacks that can be performed on the protocol to
correct security breaches.

The tools for protocol verification vary depending on how the verification can be
performed. Among the tools considered in this work, some are automatic since they can
analyze the security of the protocols and the semantics of the security properties that
are verified. In addition, they provide results that can be used to improve the protocol
itself, if necessary.

As shown in Figure 10, automatic verification tools take as input the cryptographic
protocol and the security properties it must comply with. Subsequently, the tool analyzes
the security by taking these inputs and performing attacks. If the protocol is found insecure,
the tool reviews the type of attacks performed. Otherwise, the protocol is found to be
secure. A representation of this process can be seen in Figure 11. The tool used for this
purpose is Scyther [19,20].
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Figure 10. Protocol verification methodology.

Figure 11. Cryptographic protocol verification block diagram.

4.1. Scyther

Scyther performs the verification with an unlimited number of protocol executions.
It was developed by Cas Cremers in 2006 [19,20]. The scenario in which the protocol is
analyzed is not required to be specified. Scyther provides a graphical interface in which the
protocol description and security parameters must be entered. As an output, it delivers
a report of the resulting analysis and a graph for each attack. It can review all possible
scenarios. In case one or more attacks are found during the verification, the tool creates
and displays a tree, as shown in Figure 11, where possible attacks can be observed. It is
capable of verifying man-in-the-middle attacks and characterization. In the same way, it
can perform a protocol characterization analysis.

Scyther uses the Security Protocol Description Language (SPDL). The language allows
the verification of claims, manually and automatically, which allows the tool to be requested
to validate certain aspects of the protocol (e.g., the secrecy of a value). This provides
confidentiality or certain properties necessary for authentication. Finally, the protocol
can be analyzed from the point of view of each role, so the tool takes a finite number of
possibilities in the execution of the protocol.

4.2. AVISPA

Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) [16],
is a cryptographic protocol verification tool. It was developed in the artificial intelligence
laboratory at the University of Genoa, Italy, in conjunction with other institutions. The
architecture used by the tool can be seen in Figure 12, which indicates that the protocol
must enter the High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL), then the analysis
model must be chosen for the tool to check the protocol; finally, the output returns the
result of testing the protocol on the model. Each of these models is specified below.
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High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL)

Translator HLPSL2IF

Intermediate Format (IF)

On-the-fly 
Model-Checker 

OFMC

CL-based 
Attack Searcher 

AtSe

SAT-based 
Model-Checker 

SATMC

Tree Automata - based 
Protocol Analyser

TA4SP

Output Format (OF)

AVISPA script file

Figure 12. AVISPA tool architecture.

All the protocols verified in the AVISPA tool must be specified in the HLPSL language.
This language is based on roles: the basic roles of representation of each entity and the role
in which they are specified to represent the scenario. Each of the roles is independent of the
others and has initial information or parameters of the entities, and the communication one
has with others. A complete specification of the language is presented in [16].

4.3. Test

The security tests were performed using the automatic protocol verification tools
described above. Both Scyther and AVISPA tools verified the security of the protocol.
Both tools were downloaded from their official web pages. Both tools are used in a Linux
environment. In the case of Scyther, a Linux distribution must be installed; therefore,
Ubuntu 21 was used as the operating system, and, as it was also required, Python 2.7
was installed. For its part, AVISPA also uses an Ubuntu environment; however, this
environment only can be run on a virtual machine. In order to use the tools, it is necessary
to encode the protocol. Each tool has its own language, Scyther uses the SPDL language,
and AVISPA uses the HLPSL language. Once the protocol described in the previous section
had been codified, the tests were carried out on each tool.

In Scyther, the tool checks for claims searched for in the protocol. In our case, we want
the protocol to comply with the entity authentication properties provided by Niagree and
Nisync. Hence, for the secrecy of some of the values used, for example, the key, we look for
the secrecy property. The tool will then verify that the described protocol complies with
these properties. For this, the tool is configured to search for all possible attacks.

The results of the tool helped determine if the protocol has security gaps and can be
attacked. The results are displayed with the claim made followed by the verification result.
If an OK is observed, then it would mean that the property has no attack; otherwise, Fail
would mean that the property has failed, and the number of attacks that can be made on
this property will be displayed in the comments. If this happens, a button is displayed
showing the attack tree. If this is the case, the protocol must be adapted to cover such gaps.

Unlike Scyther, AVISPA does not require the properties to be checked to be specified,
but the mode in which the protocol is to be checked must be specified. Therefore, once the
protocol is encoded, it is fed into the tool and checked in all modes it allows. The results of
the tool show a summary indicating whether the protocol is sa f e or unsa f e. This result can
be translated as to whether the protocol is secure or insecure. In the same way, it shows the
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execution times, and in case the protocol is not secure, the tool allows the user to see the
attack carried out on the protocol step by step. Similarly, the user can see how the protocol
behaves between entities.

4.4. Security Results Obtained from Protocol Verification Tools

The results of the security tests carried out on the protocols using the protocol verifi-
cation tools are presented in the same order in which they were reviewed in the previous
sections. Hence, the results thrown by Scyther are presented first, followed by those thrown
by AVISPA. Both tools were configured with the environment in which the protocol was
tested. Each of them had different configurations. Scyther was configured with a minimum
of five runs, which is the default for the tool. In the same way, the tool was chosen to
search for all possible attacks on the protocol with a maximum number of ten patterns
per claim. On its part, in AVISPA, the user only needs to choose the model on which the
protocol will be tested. These models, as seen in Figure 12, are On-the-fly Model-checker
(OFMC), CL-based Attack Searcher (AtSe), SAT-based Model-Checker (SATMC), and Tree
Automata-based Protocol Analyzer (TA4SP), the specific description of them can be found
in [16]. In this case, the protocol was run for each of these modes.

Some of the results obtained with Scyther are shown in Figure 13. The results are
displayed in columns; the first column specifies the name given to the protocol. In such
case, is an acronym for "Cryptographic Protocol for Medical Information in Heterogeneous
Devices"; the second column shows the entity; the third column shows the communication
within the protocol, that is, the side of the communication between the entities being
reviewed. The next column shows the claim that is being sought; in the case of secrecy, the
data that is sought is also shown, whether it is secret; in our case, it will be the symmetric
key that is being obtained with a KDF function and the value ctb and the message. The
last two columns show the result of the claim and the comments on the claims. The results
produced by the tool show only Ok, indicating that the property that was demonstrated
has been verified. In the comments, the legend No attacks within bounds is shown, meaning
that there are no attacks within the limits specified in the tool.

These results show that the protocol covers the security services of authentication,
confidentiality, and integrity. This is achieved using encrypted primitives, digital signature,
KEM, and hash functions.

Figure 13. Results obtained by SCYTHER for the verified protocol.

Figure 14 shows the results of the AVISPA tool. Summarizing, these results indicate
that the protocol is “SAFE”. Details specify that it is safe in a limited number of sessions.
In the same way, it is shown the number of nodes that were visited during the evaluation
with the tool. In this case, there are five nodes, and the search time taken by the tool was
0.01s. As mentioned above, no claims are specified in this tool for the tool to be checked.
However, the model in which the protocol is to be verified must be specified. The results
indicate that the protocol is secure in the specified mode. Similarly, it is observed that the
protocol meets the specified objectives.
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In this case, only the results of the OFMC model are shown, but it should be noted
that in the remaining models that the tool can verify, the protocol also has “SAFE” results.

Figure 14. Obtained results by AVISPA to the verified protocol.

The protocol covers the security services of authentication, confidentiality, and in-
tegrity. The protocol uses encryption primitives, digital signature, KEM, and hash functions.
Hence, the protocol designed in this work has proven to be completely secure and well-
constructed regarding cryptographic primitives.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the design of a novel cryptographic protocol that guarantees the security
services of confidentiality, authentication, and integrity to keep secure the information
transmitted in a WBAN in medical applications has been presented. Security services in the
proposed protocol were verified through automatic protocol verification tools. From the
design point of view of the protocol, different primitives that help to achieve the security
services mentioned before were considered. In addition, using a keyless authentication
method provides the protocol with the advantage that generating additional cryptographic
key pairs is not required. The results obtained through protocol verification tools show
that the designed protocol is secure in the sense of three security services. In the same way,
the results of the verification analysis confirm that the protocol design does not present
flaws in its logic of sending messages. Results show that the construction of the protocol
focuses on keeping the patient’s sensitive data confidential and complete. Also, it was
shown that the data communicated between the considered entities when they reached their
destination were authentic and complete. Authentication between sensors is performed
by ensuring they are placed on the same human body. Unlike the protocols presented in
the related work, the developed protocol here is designed not to expose data during key
generation, preventing attackers from obtaining information needed to perform spoofing
attacks, resulting in security flaws found in previous protocols.
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